
“Thank you for your 
continued dedication. 

We recognize and 
celebrate our 

employees years of 
service to Spacecon. 

Congratulations!” 

 

  - Robert Yelinski 
Spacecon Region 

President 

 

Employee Service Awards 

Welcome New/Re-Hires! 

3rd Qtr Anniversaries 

COLORADO 
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Omar I.  Payan Soto 

Walter  Duarte Rodriguez 

Luis G.  Lopez 

Joaquin  Hernandez Flores 

Hilario G.  Quiroz 

Craig  Kelly  33 
Eduwiges P.  Quintana  20 

John P.  Thompson  18 
Bryan  Lewis  16 
Luis  Lopez  15 

Curtis R  Graham  15 
Robert  Yelinski, Jr  13 

Jesus A.  Chico  10 
Pedro  Sandoval  9 

Robert N.  Mollner  9 
Leopoldo  Gallegos  9 
Reuben  Trujillo  7 
Antonio  Alcala  7 

Richard A.  Joyce  7 
Juan M.  Mendoza Hernandez  7 
Efren M.  Vazquez  7 
Martin S.  Garcia  6 
Jason T.  Buchalla  6 
David  Villagomez  5 

Ignacio  Zamarron Perez  5 
Timothy D.  Macaluso  4 
Jesus M.  Lucero Monge  3 

Muwafaq Jameel A.  Ameen  1 

Let’s get social… 
Take photos of your jobsite, co-workers, and 

events for work! Then email them, along with a 
blurb about the photo, to nyelinski@spacecon.com.  

Next, like us on Facebook and follow us on  
Instagram to see your photos!  
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In this Issue 
- National Safety Week 

- Anschutz Health 
Sciences Building 

- Spacecon Gives Back 

- Employee Service 
Awards 

- Employee Spotlight 

National Safety Week 
We stand down for National Safety Week, this year it was held September 14-
18th. Together, we are building a stronger, safer industry.  

Safety Week initially started in 2014, when more than 40 national and global 
construction firms comprising the Construction Industry Safety Initiative (CISI) 
group and the Incident and Injury Free (IIF) CEO Forum joined forces with a 
single aim: to inspire everyone in the industry to be leaders in safety. 

Every day, as we walk onto our construction sites we have one goal in mind – 
get the job done safely. We take great pride in the role we play shaping the 
communities in which we live, work and play. But even more than that, we feel 
an unwavering responsibility to one another, our families and friends to make 
sure we all return home safe every day. 

In our industry, safety is a value and belief we all share. That is why more than 
70 national and global construction firms join forces for Safety Week with a 
single aim: to inspire everyone in the industry to be leaders in safety. 

Safety Week is a show of force, an opportunity for people, companies, and even 
competitors, to work together and celebrate the incredibly hard work by people 
in our industry who make safety the foundation of everything they do. 

Let’s look at some history in regards to safety week: 

In 2016, Safety Week was more formally branded and 
started to take shape as the fully integrated annual 
campaign with a growing number of members and 
sponsors that exists today. We continue to focus on the 
original mission of: 

  Thanking workers for supporting safety and 
recognizing their efforts to be injury free 

  Increasing awareness of the importance of being 
committed to safety, every day 

  Encouraging everyone to share best practices 
and to work together to strengthen the industry’s 
safety culture 

  Conducting on-site safety awareness activities to 
support education 
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National Safety Week 
“Safety is a core value, we strive to 
complete every task, and ultimately 
every project with zero accidents.  
“Safety first” is how each one of our 
employees is able to make it home at 
the end of the day.” President Bob 
Yelinski. Through hard work, 
dedication, and compassion for one 
another we continue to lead with 
safety.  
This year each jobsite took to safety 
week in their own way. 
221 Mountain Ave reviewed their daily 
toolbox talk, while maintaining their 
physical distancing. CYSO6 had an 
ARC flash demo. 

 

Spacecon gives back! 
Each year we participate in a variety 
of opportunities to support our 
community. 
This year we donated school supplies 
to help local charities up and down 
the front range.   
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Anschutz Health and Sciences Building 
The Anschutz Health Sciences 
Building at the University of Colorado 
Anschutz Medical Campus will be an 
integral and dynamic focal point of the 
Campus, furthering its trajectory as 
one of the leading medical care, 
research, and education facilities in 
the world.  
The building program supports 
multiple users, including researchers, 
faculty and staff, students and 
patients, and includes facilities for 
computational research and clinical 
trials, an educational medical 
simulation hub, mental/behavioral 
health research clinics, faculty offices 

and other educational and amenity spaces to be shared by the campus.   
The building’s sculptural form takes its cues from the carved mass of the surrounding mountains and 
canyons integral to Colorado’s regional identity and is expressed as a rich layering of plateaus and faces in 
the crystalline exterior palette of metal and glass. The exterior architecture vernacular extends into the 
interior spaces, creating moments for occupants to interact between the interior and exterior environments 
with ledges and terraces that allow access to the outdoors and Colorado landscape views.  
A sky lit atrium welcomes the outside into the building and serves as a 
central gathering space, promoting connection and collaboration across 
the multiple floors, and to the rest of campus. Occupant wellness is 
supported through biophilia strategies, including daylit spaces, 
landscape views and native Colorado plants to create healing 
environments.  
The exterior architecture vernacular extends into the interior spaces, 
creating moments for occupants to interact between the interior and 
exterior environments with ledges and terraces that allow access to the 
outdoors and Colorado landscape views.  
The project is scheduled for completion in 2021.    
Currently top and bottom track is being installed on Level 6. The team is 
installing studs on Level 5 and next week soffits are scheduled to be 
installed within the courtyard. 


